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Organization of crystallographic courses every two years, with participation of some recognized crystallographers

Intense crystallographic course in Dschang, 2012 (40 participants)
Training Workshop in 2013 (55 participants)
Build and strengthen relationship between Cameroonian universities, and between these universities and others around the world.

Goal

Find research stays for PhD-students and teachers working around crystallography

- Cameroon cooperation with the country of the host laboratories (France, China, Germany, Others countries, etc.)
- Programs like TWAS, intra ACP-academic mobility,
- Host laboratories

Funding
Activities

Promotion of crystallography in secondary schools

- Movies around crystallography
- Coloring some pictures via symmetry
- Crystal growth competition
- Etc.
Projects

- Continue the training of young crystallographers

- Make a framework between Cameroonian universities and industries (mining and material industries).
Projects

- Contribute to install equipments in Cameroon (diffractometers, spectrophotometers)

- Strengthening our relationships with other associations around the world
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